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Problem
Initial Objective
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مرحبا




Arabic corpora Deep NN
Small Corpora
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Arabic corpora Deep NN
Deaf Students in the Team
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مرحبا
Arabic Speech-to-Text Arabic 
Text-to-MSL
Arabic corpora Small corpora
Deaf Master students
Deep NN
Begin by a Gloss Representation
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مرحبا
Arabic Speech-to-Text Arabic 
Text-to-MSL
Arabic corpora Gloss Representation Small corpora
Deaf Master students
Data Collection
• Lack of data resources about the Arabic sign 
language. 
• We dedicated a lot of energy to collect our own 
datasets. 
• Official and Non-official Data sources 
• Collected ~100 initial sign phrases
• The dataset is composed of subtitled videos
• Created meta-data (videos category, video length, 
etc.)
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Gloss Representation






















Emphasis Expressions Often/again مرارا
Very/So جدا
The exam was very easy  كان االمتحان سھال جدا 
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Gloss Representation


































I did not travel 
yesterday.







Where is Morocco 
located? 





لن أذھب إلى الطبیب
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Mobile Application
• Speech–to–text module, 
• google cloud API services
• (Arabic and French)
• Text-to-gloss module,
• Needs more research
• Gloss–to-sign animation module
• Big size of Free ‘Vincent’ character
• Created ‘Samia’ from scratch
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Vincent Samia
Signy v0.0.1
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Thank You !
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